Stacked Denoising Tensor Auto-Encoder for Action Recognition With Spatiotemporal Corruptions.
Spatially or temporally corrupted action videos are impractical for recognition via vision or learning models. It usually happens when streaming data are captured from unintended moving cameras, which bring occlusion or camera vibration and accordingly result in arbitrary loss of spatiotemporal information. In reality, it is intractable to deal with both spatial and temporal corruptions at the same time. In this paper, we propose a coupled stacked denoising tensor auto-encoder (CSDTAE) model, which approaches this corruption problem in a divide-and-conquer fashion by jointing both the spatial and temporal schemes together. In particular, each scheme is a SDTAE designed to handle either spatial or temporal corruption, respectively. SDTAE is composed of several blocks, each of which is a denoising tensor auto-encoder (DTAE). Therefore, CSDTAE is designed based on several DTAE building blocks to solve the spatiotemporal corruption problem simultaneously. In one DTAE, the video features are represented as a high-order tensor to preserve the spatiotemporal structure of data, where the temporal and spatial information are processed separately in different hidden layers via tensor unfolding. In summary, DTAE explores the spatial and temporal structure of the tensor representation, and SDTAE handles different corrupted ratios progressively to extract more discriminative features. CSDTAE couples the temporal and spatial corruptions of the same data through a thorough step-by-step procedure based on canonical correlation analysis, which integrates the two sub-problems into one problem. The key point is solving the spatiotemporal corruption in one model by considering them as noises in either spatial or temporal direction. Extensive experiments on three action data sets demonstrate the effectiveness of our model, especially when large volumes of corruption in the video.